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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AOR/COR
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DQA

Data quality assurance

MEL

Monitoring, evaluation, and learning

ODK

Open Data Kit

ODQAE

Overall Data Quality Assurance Checklist

USAID

United States Agency for International Development

USG

United States Government

WGSS

Washington Group Short Set

WORQ

Workforce Outcomes Reporting Questionnaire
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1. ABOUT THIS GUIDE
This guide aims to support you to adapt, administer, and analyze the Workforce Outcomes Reporting
Questionnaire (WORQ) suite of tools. The WORQ tools were designed by the United States Agency
for International Development (USAID) Office of Education to collect data on youth workforce
development activities funded by the U.S. Government (USG). This guide has four main sections; each
provides specific guidance on the WORQ tool and a list of recommended resources for each topic:
1. What Is the WORQ? introduces the WORQ suite of tools and provides guidance on how to
choose the appropriate tool
2. Adapting the WORQ Package for Implementation lists detailed steps on how to translate, culturally
adapt, test, and pilot the WORQ
3. Administering the WORQ provides guidance on how best to administer the WORQ tools
4. Analyzing the WORQ supplies guidance on job aids to use to analyze the WORQ and a list of
illustrative research questions the WORQ helps to answer
There are also five annexes at the end of the guide that provide job aids to implement this guidance:
1. List of WORQ Questions Needed for Reporting lists questions that cannot be cut when adapting the
WORQ tools because they are necessary to gather the information needed for standard reporting
2. Guidance on Using the Open Data Kit (ODK) Tool for Data Collection provides step-by-step
instructions on how to adapt and implement versions of the WORQ suite of tools that have been
preprogrammed into ODK
3. Question Codes and Data Entry Requirements to Use with the WORQ Data Reporting Form gives
directions on how to format question codes and data to use the WORQ Data Reporting Form, a
job aid meant to facilitate reporting on the WORQ
4. Example Cognitive Testing “Think-Aloud” provides an example of how the “think-aloud” process in
cognitive testing helped to develop the WORQ tools
5. Data Quality Assurance Checklist supplies a checklist to use when reviewing the WORQ data from
the field to ensure high-quality data
The guide does not need to be read in order; you should feel free to refer to whichever section is
relevant to your current work. The guide contains hyperlinks throughout to make it easier to return to
other sections. If you have no familiarity with the WORQ at all, you should start with the What is the
WORQ? section.

A.

WHO SHOULD USE THIS GUIDE?

This guide is primarily intended for field-based, monitoring, evaluation, and learning (MEL) staff
at organizations that monitor and evaluate USG–funded youth workforce development activities
that are not focused on the agricultural workforce. The organization may or may not also be
implementing the activity. Although designed to support field-based staff in adapting and implementing
the WORQ, it may also help non-field-based MEL staff better understand the WORQ and how to
implement it.
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If you are not a field-based MEL staff member—or if you are interested in reviewing other support
tools—this guide is one of a range of tools meant to support implementing partners to adapt,
administer, and analyze data with the WORQ tools. Some of the other tools may be more useful to
you. These are listed in the textbox and may be found on EducationLinks.

Other Tools to Adapt, Administer, and Analyze Data with
the WORQ Tools
Measuring Employment and Earnings Using the WORQ: A Toolkit
Adapting, Administering, and Analyzing Data with the WORQ: An Online Course
French and Spanish Versions of this Guide
Administering the WORQ: A Semi-Structured Interview Approach (A video in English, French,
and Spanish)
The WORQ Data Reporting Form
WORQ Tools Preprogrammed into ODK

A Webinar Introducing the WORQ
WORQ Interactive Flowchart
Brief on Data Quality Assurance for USAID Missions
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2. WHAT IS THE WORQ?
The WORQ package consists of four tools designed to measure youth’s employment, earnings, and
transition to further education: (1) the WORQ, (2) the Extra WORQ, (3) the Impact WORQ, and (4)
the Quick WORQ. The data generated from these tools will enable USAID to understand the
contribution of its youth workforce development programming to improving individuals’ employment
situations around the world. Youth workforce development activities can focus on youth in secondary
school, out-of-school youth, and in post-secondary programs.
The tools measure three standard foreign assistance indicators—two related to workforce development
outcomes and one related to the transition to further education:
1. EG.6-11: Average percent change in earnings following participation in USG-assisted workforce
development programs
2. EG.6-12: Percent of individuals with new employment following participation in USG-assisted
workforce development programs
3. ES.1-46: Percent of individuals who transition to further education or training following
participation in USG-assisted programs
Youth workforce development activities must report on these indicators when they are applicable. For
some activities, all three indicators may not be applicable.
The Illustrative Research Questions section of the guide discusses research questions you can answer using
the WORQ.

A.

DEVELOPING THE WORQ TOOLS

Prior to their wider launch, the WORQ tools underwent
cognitive testing in El Salvador, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, the
Philippines, and Rwanda, and were piloted in Kyrgyzstan
and Rwanda.
Although the WORQ tools underwent thorough testing
to ensure their validity and reliability, they still must be
adapted and tested to make sure they function for in
different contexts. As you develop your adapted WORQ
tools, please share both the translated, adapted tools and
your experience using them with USAID and other
implementing partners so we can work together to
improve the tools and support structure for using them.

WORQ Cognitive
Testing and Piloting
Findings
WORQ Cognitive Testing Findings
WORQ Pilot Findings
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B.

THE FOUR WORQ TOOLS

Exhibit 1 describes each of the four tools in more detail, along with their content and intended use. The
Selecting Which WORQ Tool to Adapt section provides guidance on choosing the tool you should use.
Exhibit 1: WORQ Package of Tools
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3. ADAPTING THE WORQ PACKAGE FOR
IMPLEMENTATION
To adapt the WORQ, follow the process outlined in these steps:
1. Select the tool from the WORQ suite of tools that you will adapt.
2. Update the English version of that tool by adding or dropping questions, response
categories, and probes to fit the needs of your activity.
3. Translate and culturally adapt the tool.
4. Field test the tool using cognitive testing, piloting, and test-retest approaches, pausing after
each stage to revise the tool as needed.
The remainder of this section of the guide discusses the parameters of the adaptation process and each
of these steps in more detail. The WORQ Survey Instrument is available on EducationLinks. This file
contains the questions, response categories, and suggested probes for each of the WORQ tools, as well
as a description of the purpose of each question.

A.

PARAMETERS OF ADAPTATION

USAID designed the WORQ suite of tools to provide comparable data across different contexts and
ensure consistent reporting on the three indicators discussed in the What Is the WORQ? section of this
guide. Therefore, when you adapt the WORQ, you must follow these guiding principles:
• If you cut any questions or response categories, you must make sure the questions you cut are not
required for reporting on the indicators that are applicable to your activity
• You may add questions, response categories, and probes to the WORQ if they will help you
answer your research, evaluation, or implementation questions
• You must make sure the WORQ questions, response categories, and probes are translated and
adapted so that they have the same effective meaning across cultural contexts

B.

SELECTING WHICH WORQ TOOL TO ADAPT

To select the correct WORQ tool to adapt, you should consider your purpose for using the tool. The
graphic in the Four WORQ Tools section of this guide provides information about the use of each tool.
Exhibit 2 outlines which WORQ tool is best suited to a range of purposes.
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Exhibit 2: Selecting the WORQ tool based on your purpose
PURPOSE

RECOMMENDED TOOL

I only need the WORQ to help me report on the
standard foreign assistance indicators.
I would like to use the WORQ to answer some
research questions that are not related to my
activity’s impact.

The WORQ is sufficient for this task.

I would like to use the WORQ to make some
adaptations to my activity based on the participants’
responses at baseline.
I plan on conducting an impact evaluation of my
activity.
I know work in my activity area is highly seasonal, so
I am worried that I might implement the WORQ
tool at the wrong time.
In addition to any of the purposes above, I would like
to have a quick, supplemental tool for monthly or
quarterly activity monitoring.

C.

Depending on the precise research questions, the
WORQ may be sufficient. However, you will likely
need to use the Extra WORQ. The Illustrative Research
Questions section of this guide provides some example
questions the WORQ and Extra WORQ can answer.
The Extra WORQ is the best tool for this purpose.
The Impact WORQ is required for this purpose.
The Quick WORQ can be conducted quickly to help
you identify the period of time when your activity
participants have started seasonal work and therefore,
can meaningfully participate in baseline or endline.
The Quick WORQ is ideal for this purpose.

ADDING AND REMOVING QUESTIONS

After you have selected the WORQ tool you will use, you can begin to add or remove questions to
meet your needs within the parameters of adaptation. The WORQ, Extra WORQ, and Impact WORQ
all share a common set of questions, so all three tools have a shared set of considerations when adding
or removing questions. The Extra WORQ, Impact WORQ, and Quick WORQ also each have
considerations that are unique to those tools.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE WORQ, EXTRA WORQ, AND IMPACT
WORQ
You must make sure your adapted WORQ tool includes all the questions necessary to measure the
indicators described in the What Is the WORQ? section of this guide that are applicable to your activity.
Annex A provides a list of all the questions that are required to report on these indicators. Do not add
or drop any response categories to these questions.
Other questions and their response categories and probes may be cut as necessary if you plan to use
this tool for standard reporting purposes only. However, many of these questions are necessary to
understand the impacts of your activity and answer other research questions outlined in the Illustrative
Research Questions section of this guide.
You may add questions from other tools if they are relevant to your activity or research questions;
however, that is beyond the scope of this guide.
SKIP LOGIC. In a survey, skip logic dictates what questions a respondent should answer based on their

earlier answers in the survey. For example, if a respondent states they are employed, the interviewer
should skip any later questions on the reasons the respondent is unemployed. When adapting the
WORQ, Extra WORQ, and Impact WORQ, make sure to review whether the questions you cut affect
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the survey skips, described in the survey tool. If they do, you should consider revising the skip logic or
whether it is necessary to cut the questions.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE EXTRA WORQ ONLY
If you are using the Extra WORQ, you may use all the questions in the tool or a subset of the Extra
WORQ questions, depending on the information you hope to get from the tool. You should adapt these
questions to fit the typical living/working situation of the populations you work with.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE IMPACT WORQ ONLY
If you are conducting the Impact WORQ, all additional questions are required for reporting on indicator
EG. 6-11 (change in earnings). These additional questions ask about participants’ secondary source of
income. When conducting the Impact WORQ, you should make sure the questions about secondary
income sources are asked in the same way as the questions about primary income sources. You may
combine the Impact WORQ with some or all the questions from the Extra WORQ.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE QUICK WORQ ONLY
If you are conducting the Quick WORQ, the questions will not give you sufficient information for
required reporting. USAID recommends neither adding nor removing questions from this tool, because
removing questions will leave you with minimal information and adding them cancels the purpose of
using the Quick WORQ, which is to gather data quickly. If you are using the Quick WORQ as a
monitoring tool in coordination with another WORQ tool, it is recommended that you adapt the Quick
WORQ questions so they are as similar as possible to questions in your full tool.

D.

TRANSLATION AND CULTURAL ADAPTATION

Whenever you use the WORQ package with a new population, it is essential that you
thoroughly translate, adapt, and test the tools to obtain valid and reliable data. A new
population could be in a new country, speak a new language, or be a new sub-population in a
country and language the package was already implemented in. Before using the WORQ package,
check with your AOR/COR to determine whether the population of interest constitutes a new
population. Even if the tools have been translated into the relevant language, be sure to discuss
whether they require further adaptation and testing for the population. Based on the conversation
with your AOR/COR, you should develop plans to translate, culturally adapt, cognitively test, and
pilot relevant tools from the WORQ package, according to the guidelines laid out in this section.
Translation and cultural adaptation are two processes you will use to adapt the WORQ tools while
keeping the essential meaning of each question and instruction. When translating the WORQ tool, you
must ensure the translation expresses the sense of the words or phrases in the tool in the new
language. You should avoid a word-for-word translation. Cultural adaptation goes a step further to
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ensure that the questions are meaningful within the specific
linguistic or cultural context (e.g., adapting a question so
that the concepts of “household” or “family” are accurately
represented). Although translation and cultural adaptation
are distinct activities that can be implemented separately,
they are often implemented at the same time by the same
qualified individuals. When you translate and adapt the
WORQ tools, you should ensure that you translate and
adapt not just the questions and response options but also
the suggested prompts. The Data Collection Approach section
of the guide provides more information about these
prompts, which are not typical in a quantitative survey.
To translate and culturally adapt the WORQ tools, USAID
recommends using a modified committee approach to
translate/adapt all questions, response categories, and
suggested probes. In this approach, you will work with
three translators/adaptors and an adjudicator (i.e. an
additional translation/ adaptation expert who can help
resolve disputes) who are all skilled in both languages
and/or the cultural context. Follow the steps below to
conduct this process:
1. Brief the translators/adaptors and the
adjudicator on the goals of the survey and the
adaptation.
2. Have each translator/adaptor work on a third of
the tool.
3. Combine the three translations/adaptations.
4. Hold a meeting where the translators/adaptors
meet with the adjudicator to discuss each item
and improve the translation as a group.
Together, this committee resolves
disagreements and strengthens the
translation/adaptation of the tool by consensus.
5. Share this tool with a reviewer who is a native
speaker of the language with expertise in survey
methodology. The translation/adaptation team
should work with this reviewer to resolve the
reviewer’s comments.

More Resources on
Translation, Cultural
Adaptation, and the
Modified Committee
Approach
Translation:
Cross-Cultural Survey Guidelines:
Translation
WGSS on Functioning
WGSS on Functioning: Question
Specifications
Guidance: Translation of the
Washington Group Tools

Cultural Adaptation:
Cross-Cultural Survey Guidelines:
Adaptation
FAQs on WGSS Adaptation

Modified Committee
Approach:
WORQ Toolkit pp. 9-13
Experience using the Modified
Committee Approach to translate
from English to Spanish

If your translators are not qualified to conduct cultural adaptation, then two teams—one of translators
and one of adaptors—must work to develop a version of the instrument they both agree is accurate.
USAID recommends that both teams meet to achieve consensus on the translated and culturally
adapted survey instrument. Consideration of team members’ identities and perspectives may be useful
when constructing translator/adaptor teams. For example, some practitioners find it helpful to include
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both men and women on the translation/adaptation team so that they can discuss linguistic and cultural
nuances related to gender.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRANSLATING THE WASHINGTON
GROUP SHORT SET OF QUESTIONS ON FUNCTIONING
The WORQ includes the Washington Group Short Set (WGSS) questions on functioning to identify
people living with functional difficulties who participate in youth workforce development activities. This
information is useful for both disaggregating data based on disability status and measuring how effectively
programming meets the needs of all participants. The Washington Group provides specific guidance—
linked in the textbox on the previous page—on how to translate the WGSS, which has already been
translated into several languages. Even if the questions have been translated, your translation and
adaptation team should still review the translations to ensure their relevance for your activity’s target
population and make sure variations in the local dialect are incorporated in the translation you use.

E.

COGNITIVE TESTING AND PILOTING

Regardless of the rigor of the translation and adaptation process, the tool should be tested with
individuals from the target population. Thus, USAID strongly recommends that the translated and
adapted instrument be both cognitively tested and piloted. You should use the following process:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Train the data collectors who will conduct cognitive testing both on the process of cognitive
testing and on the translated, adapted WORQ tool.
Conduct cognitive testing with the translated, adapted WORQ tool.
Revise the tool based on the results of cognitive testing.
Train the data collectors who will conduct piloting on the revised tool. USAID recommends
working with the same data collectors for pilot testing and data collection with the final tool.
This may or may not include the data collectors who conducted cognitive testing, depending on
their skill set. The Data Collector Training section of this guide provides more information on
WORQ-specific elements of data collector training.
Pilot the revised tool.
Revise the tool further and/or retrain the data collection team, if necessary.
Optional: Conduct a retest with a sub-set of pilot participants to investigate the consistency
of their answers.
Begin data collection.

COGNITIVE TESTING
Cognitive testing identifies issues with the overall structure of the survey, evaluates the clarity of the
individual questions, and locates possible points of misunderstanding or misinterpretation. Cognitive
testing entails a one-on-one interview with a respondent similar to an activity participant. In this
interview, the cognitive interviewer aims to understand how the respondent comes to their responses.
Cognitive interviewers often use the “think-aloud” approach to elicit this information. In this process,
the interviewers ask respondents to explain their thought process aloud as they come up with their
answer. The survey team can then revise the tool based on the cognitive testing data. Annex D provides
an example of how this worked during the cognitive testing process to develop the WORQ.
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The cognitive testing sample should include individuals who represent the various sub-populations you
plan to include in your survey (e.g., sex, ages, ethnicities, literacy levels, and employment types). You will
need this variety to ensure the translated and culturally adapted version of the survey is clear across
sub-groups. You can use cognitive interviewing as an opportunity to evaluate the quality of the
translation and adaptation of your instrument.

PILOTING
Following revisions from cognitive testing, piloting helps the team determine whether to make any final
changes to the tool based on actual data. Piloting can also help determine whether there are problems
with how the survey has been programmed or if data collectors require further training.
During this phase, your team should administer the instrument using the same methodology and in a
similar setting as in the actual field application (described in the Data Collection Approach section of the
guide). Piloting is often conducted with a separate sample of individuals from a population similar to the
target population. However, you may review the first tranche of data from data collection as if it were
pilot data if your budget does not allow for a separate pilot. If you conduct a statistical pilot, you should
also ensure your sample reflects your intended sample for administering the tool. Sampling
considerations are discussed in the WORQ Study Design section of the guide. If you are piloting for
administrative purposes only, this is not necessary.
Throughout the pilot, the survey team should debrief regularly on how the pilot is progressing, and any
areas where respondents do not seem to understand the questions or are not providing answers that
make sense for the questions asked. Additionally, the team should review the data to ensure that data
are entered in the correct format and that skip patterns work. Annex E provides a list of particular
questions for you to review during any data quality check. The survey team can also use this opportunity
to review whether the approaches used to identify and recruit participants are effective.

More Resources on Cognitive Testing
Cognitive Interviewing: A “How To” Guide
CDC: Cognitive Testing Interview Guide for WGSS (Guidance is useful for all cognitive testing)
Methodology for Cognitive Testing of Translations in Multiple Languages

If time and budget allow, the team should conduct a test–retest. In this case, you should readminister
your survey with a sub-group of pilot participants within a 1- to 2-week period. The purpose is to assess
whether the participants’ answers are consistent with their previous answers. This will allow you to
determine whether your adaptation provides consistent, reliable data.
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4. ADMINISTERING THE WORQ
This section of the guide discusses what you need to consider to administer the WORQ suite of tools
in the field. The section includes both (1) WORQ-specific requirements that cannot be changed, such as
the elements of the study design that are necessary for reporting on the standard foreign assistance
indicators and the data collection approach USAID identified as the most effective during piloting; and
(2) WORQ-specific recommendations that can be changed if necessary, such as the use of data
collection software, WORQ-specific elements of data collector training, and recommendations for the
data quality assurance (DQA) process. In addition, the guide includes useful information for you to plan
to administer the WORQ tools, such as the length of time it takes to administer the WORQ tools and
some guidance on resources for research ethics considerations.

A.

WORQ STUDY DESIGN

USAID designed the WORQ, Extra WORQ, and Impact WORQ to collect longitudinal data, using two
data collection points—once at enrollment and once at endline. You should conduct the baseline at the
time of enrollment in a USG–funded youth workforce development activity and the endline within 6
months of the end of the activity. The Quick WORQ is meant to be used periodically throughout the
activity. You should implement the Quick WORQ along with another WORQ tool. You can use the
Quick WORQ to collect monitoring information between baseline and endline, identify when to
administer endline based on work seasonality, or even collect data after the activity period to
understand the long-term impacts of your activity.
Exhibit 3: WORQ Respondent Profile

You can conduct all four versions of the WORQ either with a census of all activity participants or a
sample. If you use a sample, it should be sufficiently large to draw conclusions about the entire
population. The sample must always ensure representation of males and females. While you should
always report on outcomes based on disability status, only activities that are focused on improving the
outcomes of individuals with disabilities must sample to ensure representation by disability status. In the
situation where some, but not all, individuals in your activity are affected by conflict or crisis, you must
sample to ensure representation of individuals affected by crisis and conflict. The USAID mission will
determine whether the individuals in your activity are affected by conflict or crisis. You should discuss
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with your AOR/COR whether the population you are working with is designated as affected by conflict
or crisis.

B.

RESEARCH ETHICS

As with any other research/evaluation activity, the evaluation team must ensure the data collection
processes and procedures adhere to ethical research practices and will do no harm to participants when
administering the WORQ. The text box below provides links to guidance on conducting ethical
research/evaluation in compliance with USAID’s regulations, including how to make data publicly
available in an ethical way through the Development Data Library (DDL).

Resources on Ethics in Social Science Research
Background and Guidance:
USAID: Ethics in Research and Evaluation in the Education Sector
Protection of Human Subjects in Research Supported by USAID
Considerations for Using Data Responsibly at USAID

FHI 360 Research Ethics Training Curriculum
Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects (Common Rule)

Informed Consent/Assent:
Informed Consent Templates from Iowa State University

Research with Minors and Other Protected Groups:
Special Protections for Children as Research Subjects

Crisis and Conflict:
Webcast: Ensuring Research Ethics during Rapid Assessments in Crisis and Conflict Environments
Ethics of Research in Conflict Environments

Development Data Library (DDL) Submission:
USAID’s Open Data Policy (ADS 579)
USAID’s DDL Roadmap for Education Projects
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C.

DATA COLLECTION APPROACH

During piloting of the WORQ, Extra WORQ, and Impact WORQ tools, USAID determined that a
semi-structured interview approach provided more consistent answers than self-administration of the
survey or a more rigidly structured approach. In most cases, this is best done face-to-face. However, a
phone interview may be the best approach in contexts where crises, such as disease or conflict, limit
data collectors’ and participants’ ability to travel or meet safely
The WORQ, Extra WORQ, and Impact WORQ tools all include probing questions that give data
collectors a way to clarify respondents’ answers and obtain accurate data. Therefore, self-administration
is not recommended, particularly because participants who self-administered the survey during piloting
reported having more difficulty remembering information about the amount earned and hours worked,
and felt their responses might be less accurate.
Question OBX2 from the WORQ, Extra WORQ, and Impact WORQ provides a good example of how
the prompts are integrated into the WORQ tools. OBX2 asks: “In a typical week, how many days do
you do this work?” If the respondent does not reply, or is unsure, the WORQ tools provide the
following prompts:
• “How many days did you work on this business last week?”
− IF NEEEDED: Walk back through the days in the week – “Did you do this job last Monday? How
about Tuesday? …”
− “Was last week typical of what you do for this work?”
o

IF NO: “Typically, how many days per week do you do this work?”

The data collector does not need to repeat these probing questions word-for-word. They are prompts
to help the data collector guide the participant to provide an accurate answer. Just like the rest of the
questions, these probes should be translated, culturally adapted, and undergo cognitive testing and
piloting, as described in the Adapting the WORQ Package section of this guide. The WORQ Survey
Instrument contains all the suggested probes and the have also been included in the preprogrammed
ODK tools. Additionally, USAID has created a short video demonstrating how a data collector can apply
this technique, using OBX2 as an example.
The Quick WORQ can be implemented over the phone or SMS. It does not include probing questions.

More Resources on Semi-structured Interviews
Handout: Clarifying and Probing Questions (examples and practice activity)
Qualitative Research Methods: A Data Collector’s Field Guide (see Module 3 on In-Depth
Interviews)
12 tips for conducting qualitative research interviews
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D.

TIME REQUIRED TO ADMINISTER THE WORQ
TOOLS

The WORQ tools are not time-intensive. During piloting, administration of the WORQ took only
around 21 minutes on average. Administering the Extra WORQ and Impact WORQ as one combined
survey took about 37 minutes on average.

E.

USING DATA COLLECTION SOFTWARE

To collect the data, USAID recommends using data collection software on a tablet or phone, rather
than paper-based surveys. Electronic data collection permits the inclusion of automatic skip logic and
data checks, both of which improve the ease of administration and increase the quality of the resulting
data. This also reduces the chance that data collectors will lose or forget their tools, and enables more
secure data management and storage. With most data collection software, the data collection team can
regularly upload data to a central server. This will allow you to conduct data quality checks, provide
real-time feedback to the field team, and create backups.
USAID does not prescribe which data collection software to use. However, the un-adapted,
untranslated versions of the WORQ tools have been programmed into ODK, an open-source data
collection software that can be used on Android phones or tablets. The text in these files can be
replaced with the adapted and translated questions, response options, and prompts. If you enter the
translation into this pre-created tool, all the skip patterns will be maintained. See Annex B for more
details on how to use the preprogrammed ODK tools. The ODK tools are available on EducationLinks.

F.

DATA COLLECTOR TRAINING

Data collectors who will administer the survey questionnaires must all have basic training in conducting
face-to-face, semi-structured interviews. This training ensures they will be able to administer the
relevant, translated, and adapted WORQ tool, and follow participant recruitment and consent
procedures. To determine the precise details, length, and content of the training—including responding
to the data collectors’ knowledge and training needs—you will need to determine the capacity of the
data collectors and have conversations with relevant partners.
To lead effective training, you should design all sessions to be as interactive and participatory as possible.
For example, training on the purpose of the study should not be a lecture, but rather a conversation
that allows the data collectors to discuss why they are collecting these data and what purpose the data
will serve. Where possible, use visual aids to support data collectors’ engagement and learning. USAID
has prepared a video that demonstrates a data collector using probes to clarify a respondent’s answers
to a question from the WORQ tools. You could show this video as a way to begin training on probing
techniques. The video is available in English with captions in English, French, and Spanish. Most
importantly, devote as much time as possible to practice using the WORQ tools, including
entering data from mock interviews into tablets that have been preprogrammed with the survey.
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Exhibit 4: Data Collector Profile

G.

DATA QUALITY ASSURANCE

As with all research, a best practice in using the WORQ tools is to conduct frequent data quality checks
while the research team is collecting data. During a data quality check, you should review the data both
to ensure that the data collection team is using the tool correctly (correct skip logic) and that the
answers to the questions make sense/are the correct format of data. Additionally, you can review the
demographic questions to make sure the data collectors are sampling correctly. Annex E includes a data
quality assurance checklist for the WORQ tools, focusing on the questions necessary for required
reporting.
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5. ANALYZING THE WORQ
The primary purpose of the WORQ suite of tools is to facilitate reporting on the standard foreign
assistance indicators EG.6-11, EG.6-12, and ES.1-46. To simplify this process, USAID has developed a
Data Reporting Form. Using this form, you can simply enter data from the relevant questions from the
WORQ and the form will calculate the indicators, including all disaggregations. Annex C provides
guidance for question codes and data formatting to ensure compatibility with the data reporting form.
The preprogrammed ODK tools have been set up to output data per the requirements of the data
reporting form. You are not required to use the data reporting form, and you may use the statistical
software of your choice. If you choose to use another statistical software, the “Formulas” tab of the
Data Reporting Form provides guidance on the calculations you will need to perform to calculate the
indicators and identifies the questions in the WORQ tools you will need to refer to.

A.

ILLUSTRATIVE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Beyond required reporting, the WORQ tools can be used to answer several other questions about your
study population or activity. Exhibit 5 provides some example research questions and the WORQ tools
necessary to gather data to answer them.
Exhibit 5: Illustrative research questions and WORQ tools
ILLUSTRATIVE RESEARCH QUESTION

TOOL(S) NEEDED

How do outcomes from the activity differ for different
populations (location, gender, age, people with
functional difficulties)?
What effect did the activity have for activity participants
relative to a control group?
What types of employment do participants obtain after
completing the activity? How does this relate to the
labor market and opportunities available?

WORQ, Extra WORQ, or
Impact WORQ

What benefits do activity participants get from their
jobs?
What is the relationship between employment
outcomes and other outcomes, such as soft skill
improvement?
How effective are workforce development approaches
when used in different contexts?
What features of workforce development activities
promote more impact?

Impact WORQ
Extra WORQ + Additional
non-WORQ tools to
conduct a labor market
assessment
Extra WORQ
WORQ, Extra WORQ, or
Impact WORQ +
Additional, non-WORQ
tools to measure other
outcomes
Impact WORQ

Impact WORQ
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6. CONCLUSION
Thank you for taking the time to review this guidance on how to adapt and implement the WORQ
tools. As a reminder, this guide is one of a suite of tools—all available on EducationLinks—to support
implementing partners to adapt, use, and analyze the WORQ tools:
•

A toolkit

•

An online course on adapting, administering, and analyzing the WORQ tools

•

A short video that can be used to teach data collectors about how to use the WORQ tools

•

A form to simplify reporting on key workforce outcome indicators

•

A preprogrammed version of the WORQ tools for ODK survey software

•

A webinar introducing the WORQ tools

•

An interactive graphic describing the different modules of the WORQ tools

•

A brief on the data quality assurance process for USAID Missions

Some of these tools may be more useful to you than others. Please feel free to contact the appropriate
learning group (currently hosted by Youth Power 2: Learning and Evaluation) to discuss any questions
about adapting or implementing the WORQ. As you adapt, administer, and analyze the WORQ, please
share your experience with USAID through the Learning Network so we can further strengthen the
WORQ suite of tools and supporting materials.
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ANNEXES
ANNEX A: LIST OF WORQ QUESTIONS NEEDED FOR
REPORTING
The table below lists all the questions you cannot cut from the WORQ, Extra WORQ, and Impact
WORQ. If you cut them, the tools will not provide sufficient data to report on indicators EG.6-11,
EG.6-12, and ES.1-46.
QUESTION

INDICATOR

SEX. What is your gender?

All three
indicators

AGE. What is your age?
EDU3. Are you currently/Since completing the training provided by [insert program name]
have attending/attended any classes or that will result in…

ES.1-46

… Earning a primary school leaving certificate?
… Completing secondary school?
… Earnings a certificate from a technical, vocational, or professional training?
… Earning a degree from a TVET, that is, a technical vocational training institute, or a
college or university?
Q1. In the previous month, meaning in [month year], did you do anything to earn money?

EG.6-12

Q2. Now, think what you did to earn most of your income in [month, year]. Was that activity:
helping in a business that is run by someone who is related to you and who lives with you [to
earn money]; or was it running a business that you own alone or you own with someone else,
that is, working for yourself [to earn money]; or was it working for someone else [to earn
money]? (CHECK ONE)

EG.6-11

Q2A. Is the work you did for someone else in [month year]: Regular, that is, something you do
for a set number of hours every week, or Irregular, that is, something that you did when work
was available?
W3X2. In a typical week or seven-day period, how many days do you normally work at this
job?
W4b. How much is your usual take home pay?
W4d. What period of time does that payment of your wage cover? [IF NEEDED: By period of
time we mean the range or amount of time, such as a day, a week, a month or something else
that you worked to earn your usual take home pay.]
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QUESTION

INDICATOR

W4NEW. How much money did you receive as pay for doing this work in the previous month
OR [insert month year]?
OB5f. How much did you earn from this work in the…
… LAST WEEK OR LAST seven DAYS?

EG.6-11

… PREVIOUS MONTH, THAT IS, IN [INSERT MONTH YEAR]?
OB7. How much money did you spend to pay others or buy supplies to do this work in the
previous month, that is, in [insert month year]?
HB4. How much money did you receive as pay for doing this work in the previous month, that
is, in [insert month year]?
HB5. How much money did you contribute toward the expenses of this family business in the
previous month, that is, in [insert month year]?
INK1. In the previous month, that is, in [insert month year], did you do any work for which
you got paid with something other than money?

EG.6-12

DIS. Do you have difficulty… (READ CATEGORIES). Would you say you have no difficulty,
some difficulty, a lot of difficulty, or is this an activity you cannot do at all?

All three
indicators

… Seeing, even if wearing glasses
… Hearing, even if using a hearing aid
… Walking or climbing steps
… Remembering or concentrating
… With self-care, such as washing all over or dressing
Impact WORQ Only: Q3. In the previous month, meaning in [month year], did you do
anything else to earn money?

EG.6-11

Impact WORQ Only: Q4. Was that: • helping in a business that is run by someone who is
related to you and lives with you; or • was it running a business that you own alone or you
own with someone else, that is, working for yourself [to earn money]; or • was it working for
someone else [to earn money]?
Impact WORQ Only: Q4A. Is this work you did for someone else in the previous month,
meaning in [insert month year]: • something you do for a set number of hours every week, or
• something that you did when work was available?
Impact WORQ Only: Questions W3X2, W4b, W4d, W4NEW, OB5f, OB7, HB4, and HB5
will all be asked twice, once to gather information about the primary source of income, once
to gather information about the secondary source of income. They must appear in the tool
both times.
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ANNEX B: GUIDANCE ON USING THE OPEN DATA KIT
(ODK) TOOL FOR DATA COLLECTION
To support partners who implement the WORQ suite of tools, USAID has preprogrammed the
WORQ, the Extra WORQ, the Impact WORQ, and the Extra and Impact WORQ together into ODK.
The purpose of this is to allow USAID’s partners to focus on adapting the tool without having to spend
time or money programming their adapted versions of the tools into a data collection software. Partners
can use the ODK versions of the tools as a foundation for programming translated and adapted versions
of the WORQ tools without having to be concerned about errors in the skip pattern or data validation.
While USAID encourages partners to use this tool if they want to, USAID does not require using ODK
or recommend one data collection software over another. If there is a software you prefer to use,
please continue to use it. If you use other software, please follow Annex C for guidance on how to code
your questions and format your data. This will allow your data to be compatible with the data generated
by partners who choose to use ODK.
The following sections of this annex provide further information about ODK and how to use it. The
annex first describes what ODK is and why you might use it. It then gives information on what hardware
and software you will need to use ODK. Lastly, it provides three sets of step-by-step instructions. The
first offers guidance on how to update the preprogrammed ODK form from the untranslated, unadapted version of the WORQ to a version containing your adaptation. The second provides guidance
on how to store your translated, adapted version of the ODK file and link it to another spreadsheet,
which will store your data. The third gives instructions for setting up ODK on individual data collection
devices so that data collectors can use your translated, adapted version of the ODK file.

WHAT IS ODK?
ODK Collect is an open source Android app that replaces
paper forms used in survey-based data gathering. It
supports a wide range of question and answer types, and is
designed to work well without network connectivity.

WHY USE ODK?
•

Open-source, free software

•

Cost-effective, excluding an initial investment in
devices if necessary

•

Adaptable survey forms

•

Direct data entry and submission for reduced
error

•

User-friendly and compatible with Google and Excel

More ODK
Resources
XML form conversion

Building or modifying your survey:
Question types and formats
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COMPATIBILITY CONSIDERATIONS
ODK is only compatible with Android devices, including mobile phones and tablets, running Android OS
of 1.6 or newer. You will need to make sure all data collectors have an Android mobile device in order
for them to use ODK. However, you can adapt the survey using any computer that has access to Excel.
You will also need an online server to store your ODK tools and data. You should ensure that this
online server is a secure location to store your data.

UPDATING THE GENERIC ODK FORM TO INCLUDE YOUR ADAPTED
VERSION OF THE WORQ
Before beginning to program ODK, you must translate and culturally adapt your version of the WORQ
tool. Once your translated and adapted version is programmed into ODK, you can then use the ODK
version for piloting and data collection. It is not recommended to use the ODK version for cognitive
testing, which is best done by pen and paper. To prepare the tool, first follow the process described in
the Adapting the WORQ section of this guide. It is recommended that you do not conduct the adaptation
process using the preprogrammed ODK file, because it may be difficult to use for this purpose. Instead,
prepare the translated and adapted WORQ tool in another file and copy the questions, prompts, and
response options into the preprogrammed ODK file once they are ready, following the steps below.
1. Once you have created an adapted version of the tool, go to the WORQ resource page on
EducationLinks and download the Excel file containing the version of the WORQ tool you are
adapting—the WORQ, Impact WORQ, Extra WORQ, or Impact and Extra WORQ combined.
2. Save this tool on your computer using a file name you agree on with your team. In the rest of
these directions, we will call this form the Adapted ODK File.
3. Select the “survey” tab in the Adapted ODK File. On this tab, you will change the questions and
probes to your translated and adapted version by following steps 4 and 5. DO NOT change
anything else on this tab.
4. To change the questions: Stay on the “survey” tab. In the “label” column, you will find the
English versions of the questions. Replace these questions by copying your translated, adapted
versions of the questions into the correct cells. If you have cut any question from the survey,
delete the whole row that question appears in.
*Note – Skip patterns are indicated in the “relevant” column. Before you delete a
question, look through the entire “relevant” column to see whether the question code
appears. The question code can be found in the “name” column. If a skip pattern relies
on this question, you must do one of three things: (1) determine another question that
can support this skip pattern, (2) remove the questions that this question skips to, or (3)
do not cut this question. All skips are listed in the WORQ tools, so you should make
this determination before you begin to program the Adapted ODK File.
5. To change the probes: Stay on the “survey” tab. In the “hint” column, you will find the English
versions of the probes. Replace these probes by copying your translated, adapted versions of the
probes into the correct cells.
6. Select the “choices” tab in the Adapted ODK File. On this tab, you will change the answer
response options to your translated and adapted version by following step 7. DO NOT change
anything else on this tab.
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7. To change the response options: Stay on the “choices” tab. In the “label” column, you will find
the English versions of the response options. Replace these response options by copying your
translated, adapted versions of the response options into the correct cells. DO NOT change the
“name” column under any circumstances, because this will undermine the tool’s compatibility with
the data reporting form.
8. DO NOT change anything on the “settings” tab for now. We will return to this in the “Setting
Up a Server to Hold Your Adapted ODK File and Survey Responses” process.
9. Save your Adapted ODK File as an Excel file.

SETTING UP A SERVER TO HOLD YOUR ADAPTED ODK FILE AND
SURVEY RESPONSES
Once you have created an Excel file containing your translated and adapted version of the WORQ (the
Adapted ODK File), you must set up an online server to store the survey tool and another
spreadsheet, which will store the data. All data collectors will use this server to access their surveys and
share the data they collect with you. Once you have set up a server, follow the steps below to create a
folder on your server to store your tool and data.
1. Log in to the server and create a new folder. This is where you will save your WORQ survey
forms and responses.
2. Add a new, blank spreadsheet to the folder. This is where your survey responses will be uploaded
when your data collectors use the survey. Save this sheet with a name that will let you know this
is where the survey data are saved. In the rest of these directions, we will call this form the
Survey Data Spreadsheet.
3. Make sure the Survey Data Spreadsheet can be edited by any user who has access to it. The
process will be different depending on what server you use.
4. Copy the URL for the Survey Data Spreadsheet and open your Adapted ODK File.
5. Select the “settings” tab in the Adapted ODK File. You will see a placeholder URL link in the
“submission_URL” column. Delete this link and paste the URL for the Survey Data
Spreadsheet in the same cell.
6. Save the Adapted ODK File as an Excel file, then convert your Excel survey form to an XML
form. You can troubleshoot XML errors on ODK’s website.

7. Upload the XML form to your server. Make sure the Adapted ODK File can be edited by any
user who has access to it. The process will be different depending on what server you use.

USING THE ODK APP TO CONDUCT THE SURVEY
During your data collector training (described in the Data Collector Training section of the guide), train
the data collection team members to follow the steps below to use ODK for data collection. If you are
providing data collection devices to the data collectors, complete steps 1 to 5 on their behalf before
giving them the devices. If they are using their own devices, walk them through each step. In either case,
before you begin this process, provide access to the server with the survey tool and response form to
all the users/data collection devices.
1. Install the ODK app onto your Android device and open the app.
2. In the ODK app, click on Menu > General Settings > Server Settings > Select the Server.
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3. Click on select the server and folder containing the Adapted ODK File and the Survey Data
Spreadsheet.
4. Click Get Blank Form and select “Allow.”
5. Select your adapted, translated version of the tool, and click “Download Selected.”
6. In the main menu, click “Fill Blank Form” and proceed to complete the form by conducting the
survey.
a. If a data collector makes a mistake during data entry, they can easily swipe left back to the
question where they entered data incorrectly, erase the data, and enter the correct
information.
7. When the survey is complete, select “Send Finalized Form” and your submission will appear in
your Survey Data Spreadsheet.
8. Repeat steps 6 to 7 for each survey participant.
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ANNEX C: QUESTION CODES AND DATA ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS TO USE WITH THE WORQ DATA
REPORTING FORM
The table below provides the codes for certain key questions from the WORQ that are required to
calculate the standard foreign assistance indicators EG.6-11, EG.6-12, and ES.1-46. The codes suggested
here have been used in the pre-programmed ODK files. Additionally, the table includes the data entry
requirements for inputting these data into the data reporting form. Both resources can be found at
EducationLinks. The ODK files have already been formatted to output data in these forms. Suggested
codes and data entry requirements for other questions in the WORQ, Impact WORQ, and Extra
WORQ have not been provided, because they are not integrated into the data reporting form and,
therefore, do not need to be standardized.
QUESTION

QUESTION
CODE

SEX. What is your gender?

sex

RESPONSE OPTIONS AND
DATA INPUT
REQUIREMENTS
• Male = 1
•

AGE. What is your age?

age

Female = 2

Integer between 0 and 140.
If respondent does not know precise
age, enter “0” and follow up with next
question.

Not named in WORQ, follow on question to AGE. If
respondent does not know exact age, select one
category below.

EDU3. Are you currently/Since completing the
training provided by [insert program name] have
attending/attended any classes or that will result
in…

age_categories

•

Younger than 15 years = 1

•

15 to 19 years = 2

•

20 to 24 years = 3

•

25 to 29 year = 4

•

30 years and older = 5

Broken up below

N/A

… Earning a primary school leaving
certificate?

edu3_primary

FOR EACH

… Completing secondary school?

edu3_secondary

… Earnings a certificate from a technical,
vocational, or professional training?

edu3_training

… Earning a degree from a TVET, that is, a
technical vocational training institute, or a
college or university?

edu3_tvet

•

No = 0

•

Yes = 1
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QUESTION

QUESTION
CODE

Q1. In the previous month, meaning in [month
year], did you do anything to earn money?

q1

W3X2. In a typical week or seven-day period,
how many days do you normally work at this
job?

w3x2

W4b. How much is your usual take home pay?

w4b

W4d. What period of time does that payment of
your wage cover? [IF NEEDED: By period of
time we mean the range or amount of time, such
as a day, a week, a month or something else that
you worked to earn your usual take home pay.]

w4d

W4NEW. How much money did you receive as
pay for doing this work in the previous month
OR [insert month year]?

w4_new

OB5f. How much did you earn from this work in
the…

Broken up below

RESPONSE OPTIONS AND
DATA INPUT
REQUIREMENTS
•

No = 0

•

Yes = 1

•

1 day = 1

•

2 days = 2

•

3 days = 3

•

4 days = 4

•

5 days = 5

•

6 days = 6

•

7 days = 7

Answer must be an integer greater
than or equal to zero.
•

Daily = 1

•

Weekly = 2

•

Once every two weeks = 3

•

Two times a month = 4

•

Once a month = 5

•

Other = 98

FOR EACH
Answer must be an integer greater
than or equal to zero.

… LAST WEEK OR LAST seven DAYS?

ob5f_week

… PREVIOUS MONTH, THAT IS, IN
[INSERT MONTH YEAR]?

ob5f _month

OB7. How much money did you spend to pay
others or buy supplies to do this work in the
previous month, that is, in [insert month year]?

ob7

HB4. How much money did you receive as pay
for doing this work in the previous month, that
is, in [insert month year]?

hb4

HB5. How much money did you contribute
toward the expenses of this family business in
the previous month, that is, in [insert month
year]?

hb5
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QUESTION

QUESTION
CODE

Impact WORQ only: These questions are
repeated versions of the questions above which
are asked only in the Impact WORQ. They
provide data on respondent’s secondary source
of income.

secondary_w3x2

secondary_w4b

secondary_w4d

RESPONSE OPTIONS AND
DATA INPUT
REQUIREMENTS
•

1 day = 1

•

2 days = 2

•

3 days = 3

•

4 days = 4

•

5 days = 5

•

6 days = 6

•

7 days = 7

Answer must be an integer greater
than or equal to zero.
•

Daily = 1

•

Weekly = 2

•

Once every two weeks = 3

•

Two times a month = 4

•

Once a month = 5

•

Other = 98

secondary_w4_new

FOR EACH

secondary_ob5f_we
ek

Answer must be an integer greater
than or equal to zero.

secondary_ob5f_mo
nth
secondary_ob7
secondary_hb4
secondary_hb5
INK1. In the previous month, that is, in [insert
month year], did you do any work for which you
got paid with something other than money?

ink1

DIS. Do you have difficulty… (READ
CATEGORIES). Would you say you have no
difficulty, some difficulty, a lot of difficulty, or is
this an activity you cannot do at all?

Broken up below

•

No = 0

•

Yes = 1

N/A
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QUESTION

QUESTION
CODE

… Seeing, even if wearing glasses

dis1

… Hearing, even if using a hearing aid

dis2

… Walking or climbing steps

dis3

… Remembering or concentrating

4is4

… With self-care, such as washing all over
or dressing

dis5

… Communicating in your own languages,
that is, understanding or being understood

dis6

RESPONSE OPTIONS AND
DATA INPUT
REQUIREMENTS
•

No, no difficulty = 0

•

Yes, some difficulty = 1

•

Yes, a lot of difficulty = 2

•

Cannot do at all = 3
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ANNEX D: EXAMPLE COGNITIVE TESTING “THINKALOUD”
This annex provides a brief overview of the “think-aloud” process data collectors should use during the
cognitive interviews. In this process, interviewers administer the survey question to the respondent and
then ask them to “think aloud” through the process they use to reach their answer.
Following the “think-aloud” process, the interviewer can understand: (1) how the respondent interprets
the question and (2) how the respondent arrives at an answer.
Because “thinking aloud” may not come naturally to some respondents, the interviewer must give
direction on how to do it. Prior to administering the actual survey questions being tested, interviewers
should explain the “think-aloud” process to respondents, model a response for them, and give them a
question to practice with. The textbox below provides a sample script of this process.
The interview format will use a process that we call “thinking aloud.” Thinking-aloud may be new
and unfamiliar to you, but please know there are no wrong answers. I am only interested in knowing
what is going through your mind. No information you provide during this practice exercise will be
used in the activity; this practice exercise is merely to help you become familiar and comfortable
with the “think-aloud” process.
Before we begin the actual interview, I’ll first show you how to do this. If someone asked me to
think aloud to answer the question: What is your favorite color? I would say, “My favorite color is
blue, because blue is the color of bluebells, which are my favorites flowers. So, my answer is blue.”
Now you try. What is your favorite color?
After this, the respondent should answer the question and “think aloud” their thought process. For
example, they may say, “My favorite color is green, because that’s the color of my eyes.” Once they
have done so, the data collector should thank them, see if they have any questions, and then begin the
survey.
This process was applied during the cognitive interviews used to develop the WORQ. The following
examples illustrate how cognitive testing was used to identify issues in one of the key WORQ items—
respondent’s employment type—and how the findings were used to revise it.
The initial question designed to capture a respondent’s type of employment was: Think about the main
way you earned money in the last 3 months… Did you work for someone in your household, or work for yourself,
or work for someone else to earn money?
Interviewers read this question to respondents and asked them to “think aloud” their thought process
as they arrived at an answer just like they had done during the warm-up. A common probe to elicit such
responses is: “Tell me how you came up with that answer.” The textbox below shows an example of
this process.
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Interviewer (I): Think about the main way you earned money in the last 3 months… Did you work for
someone in your household, or work for yourself, or work for someone else to earn money?
Respondent (R): Someone in my household.
I: Tell me how you came up with that answer?
R: Well, I work so I can help my family with my income, so I am working for someone in my
household.
I: Can you tell me more about the work you do?
R: I am a waiter at a hotel and work there 6 days a week.
It is clear from their initial response that the respondent should have said “work for someone else,” but
instead, they picked “work for someone in your household.” Multiple respondents gave similar
responses. As a result, the item was revised to say: “Did you help in a business run by someone in your
household?” rather than “work for someone in your household.”
The textbox below shows another example using the same item.
Interviewer (I): Think about the main way you earned money in the last 3 months… Did you work for
someone in your household, or work for yourself, or work for someone else to earn money?
Respondent (R): I work for someone else.
I: Tell me more about that?
R: Well, my partner and I run a business selling cakes. So, I don’t work for myself, because I have a
partner. The closest seemed to be I “work for someone else.”
In this case the respondent should have picked “work for yourself.” However, they did not pick that
option, because they had a partner. As a result, the item was revised to say: “Did you run a business
yourself that you own alone or you own with someone else?” instead of “… work for yourself.”
As a result of the cognitive testing process, the questions to determine a respondent’s type of
employment reads: Now, think what you did to earn most of your income in [month, year]. Was that activity:
helping in a business that is run by someone who is related to you and who lives with you; or was it running a
business that you own alone or you own with someone else, that is, working for yourself; or was it working for
someone else?
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ANNEX E: DATA QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST
To calculate the required standard foreign assistance indicators (EG.6-11, EG.6-12, and ES.1-46) and
conduct additional analyses of the data, you must first make sure that the data are clean and consistent.
This annex provides guidance on assuring the quality of the data, specifically the data’s accuracy and
completeness. This annex focuses on the core items in the WORQ, which are necessary for computing
the standard foreign assistance indicators EG.6-11, EG.6-12, and ES.1-46. This DQA checklist provides
guidance on overall data quality checks and additional guidance for specific items in the survey.
Note, for the purposes of linking data across baseline and endline, you must make sure that each
respondent is identified with an anonymized, unique identifier, and that the identifier is used across both
data collection periods.
OVERALL DATA QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST (ODQAC)

For all items in the data:
1. Ensure all data fields are formatted correctly
2. Ensure all data fields are complete with “don’t knows” and “no responses” coded appropriately
3. Ensure all data fields have values in the expected or specified range
4. Identify values that are not valid
5. Check to make sure skips in the data are working as intended
6. Check to make sure the universe for each data field is accurate
ITEM-BY-ITEM DATA QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST

The following table provides item-by-item quality assurance guidance. For some items, the guidance is
limited to that provided in the ODQAC, while others have additional specific guidance.
QUESTION
SEX. What is your gender?
ADAPT RESPONSE CATEGORIES
BY COUNTRY

AGE. What is your age?

RESPONSES and
RESPONSE CODES
• Male = 1
•

Female = 2

Integer between 0 and 140.
If respondent does not know precise
age, enter “0” and follow up with
next question.

DQA GUIDANCE
ODQAC; and
Check to make sure data are
consistent, that is, the same (unless
there is a reason for change)
between baseline and endline.
ODQAC; and
Check to make sure data are
consistent, that is, differences
between baseline and endline can
be accounted by the difference in
time between those two data
collection periods.
When reporting, you will need to
report by age bands. You can code
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QUESTION

RESPONSES and
RESPONSE CODES

DQA GUIDANCE
these bands using the response
codes used in the next question.

Not named in WORQ, follow on
question to AGE. If respondent does
not know exact age, select one
category below.

•

Younger than 15 years = 1

•

15 to 19 years = 2

•

20 to 24 years = 3

•

25 to 29 year = 4

•

30 years and older = 5
•
•

EDU. What is highest level of
education you have completed?
ADAPT RESPONSE CATEGORIES
BY COUNTRY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EDU3. Are you currently/Since
completing the training provided by
[insert program name] have
attending/attended any classes or
that will result in…
a. [ASK ONLY IF EDU <
PRIMARY] Earning a primary
school leaving certificate?
b. [ASK ONLY IF EDU <
SECONDARY] Completing
secondary school?
c. Earnings a certificate from a
technical, vocational, or
professional training?
d. Earning a degree from a TVET,
that is, a technical vocational
training institute, or a college or
university?

Never Enrolled = 90
Pre-Primary (nursery,
KG) = 0
Grade 1 = 1
Grade 2 = 2
Grade 3 = 3
Grade 4 = 4
Grade 5 = 5
Grade 6 = 6
Grade 7 = 7
Grade 8 = 8
Grade 9 = 9
Grade 10 = 10
Grade 11 = 11
Grade 12 = 12
Some college = 13
Bachelor’s degree = 14
Master’s degree, PhD.,
MD or JD = 15
Don’t know =97

ODQAC; and
Check to make sure data are
consistent, that is, differences
between baseline and endline can
be accounted by the difference in
time between those two data
collection periods.

ODQAC; and
FOR EACH:
• No = 0
•

Yes = 1

If yes:
•

When did you enroll in
these classes? ____
month ____year

Make sure that EDU3A (Earning a
primary school certificated) and
EDU3B (Completing secondary
school) are not simultaneously
“Yes.”
Cross-check against EDU (Highest
level of education completed) to
make sure that EDU3A (Earning a
primary school certificated) and
EDU3B (Completing secondary
school) are recorded for the right
universe of respondents, that is,
those with less than primary school
education (less than 6th grade in
most places) or those with less
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QUESTION

Q1. In the previous month, meaning
in [month year], did you do
anything to earn money?

RESPONSES and
RESPONSE CODES

•

No = 0

•

Yes = 1

DQA GUIDANCE
than secondary school certificate
(could vary as less than 8th or 10th
grade, based on country),
respectively.
ODQAC; and
If Q1 = Yes, ensure Q2 is
answered.
If Q1 = No, ensure INK1 is
answered.
[IF USING WORQ IMPACT]
If Q3 = “Yes,” ensure Q4 is
answered.
No check if Q3 = “No”

Q2. Now, think what you did to
earn most of your income in
[month, year]. Was that
activity:
helping in a business that is run
by someone who is related to
you and who lives with you [to
earn money]; or
was it running a business that
you own alone or you own with
someone else, that is, working
for yourself [to earn money]; or
was it working for someone
else [to earn money]? (CHECK
ONE)

•

•

•

Help in business run by
someone who is related
and lives in household =
1
Run own business
owned alone or with
someone else = 2
Work for someone else
=3

ODQAC; and
If Q2 = “Help in business run by
someone who is related and lives in
household”, ensure the respondent
answered the Family
Work/Household Enterprise
questions (HBX2, HBX3, HB4,
HB5,)
IF Q2 = “Run own business owned
alone or with someone else”,
ensure the respondent answered
the own employment questions
(OB2NEW, OBX2, OBX3, OB5f,
OB5g, OB7)
If Q2 = “Work for someone else”,
ensure the respondent answered
Q2A
[IF USING Impact WORQ]
Apply the same DQA rules to Q4
(type of secondary source of
earnings and their appropriate
follow-up items).
If Q4 = “Help in business run by
someone who is related and lives in
household”, ensure the respondent
answered the Family
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QUESTION

RESPONSES and
RESPONSE CODES

DQA GUIDANCE
Work/Household Enterprise
questions (Secondary_HBX2,
Secondary_HBX3, Secondary_HB4,
Secondary_HB5)
IF Q4 = “Run own business owned
alone or with someone else”,
ensure the respondent answered
the own employment questions
(Secondary_OB2NEW,
Secondary_OBX2,
Secondary_OBX3,
Secondary_OB5f,
Secondary_OB5g, Secondary_OB7)
If Q4 = “Work for someone else”,
ensure the respondent answered
Q4A

Q2A. Is the work you did for
someone else in [month year]:
Regular, that is, something you
do for a set number of hours
every week, or
Irregular, that is, something that
you did when work was
available?

•
•

Regular/Set Hours = 1
Irregular/When Work is
Available = 2

ODQAC; and
If Q2A = “Regular/set hours”,
ensure the respondent answered
the regular wage employment
questions (W3X2, W3X3, W4b,
W4d)
If Q2A = “Irregular/when work is
available”, ensure the respondent
answered the irregular wage
employment questions (W3a1,
W3aHRS, W4NEW)
[IF USING Impact WORQ]
Apply the same DQA rules to Q4A
(type of secondary job working for
“someone else” and their
appropriate follow-up items).
If Q4A = “Regular/set hours”,
ensure the respondent answered
the regular wage employment
questions (Secondary_W3X2,
Secondary_W3X3,
Secondary_W4b, Secondary_W4d)
If Q4A = “Irregular/when work is
available”, ensure the respondent
answered the irregular wage
employment questions
(Secondary_W3a1,
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QUESTION

RESPONSES and
RESPONSE CODES

DQA GUIDANCE
Secondary_W3aHRS,
Secondary_W4NEW)

W3X2. In a typical week or 7-day
period, how many days do
you normally work at this job?

W3X3. On a typical day,
approximately how many
hours per day do you work
at this job?

W4b.

W4d.

How much is your usual
take home pay?

What period of time does
that payment of your wage
cover? [IF NEEDED: By
period of time we mean the
range or amount of time,
such as a day, a week, a
month or something else
that you worked to earn
your usual take home pay.]

W3a1. How many days did you
work at this job in the…

a. LAST WEEK OR LAST
7 DAYS?

b. PREVIOUS MONTH
OR [INSERT
MONTH YEAR]?

W3aHRS. When you last worked at
this job, how many hours
did you work that day?

•

1 day = 1

•

2 days = 2

•

3 days = 3

•

4 days = 4

•

5 days = 5

•

6 days = 6

• 7 days = 7
___________ (RECORD
NUMBER OF HOURS)

_______________ (RECORD
AMOUNT)

•

Daily = 1

•

Weekly = 2

•

Once every two weeks
=3

•

Two times a month = 4

•

Once a month = 5

•

Other = 98
o Other (specify):
_______

ODQAC; and
Note, it is especially important that
this item be complete if W4d
(period of time payment covers) =
“Daily” as the number of days
worked is necessary to compute
earnings.
ODQAC; and
Make sure the values make sense,
that is, response – responses over
18 hours should be further
investigated.
ODQAC; and
Make sure that ranges being
checked make common sense. For
example, values less than a certain
amount (based on country context)
or over a certain amount (again,
based on country context) should
be further investigated.
ODQAC; and
Scan the “specify” responses to see
if any can be coded back to any of
the other existing categories.

ODQAC; and
_________
RECORD DAYS
_________
RECORD DAYS

Evaluate to determine which
timeframe is more reliable in your
context given the seasonality of
work for your study population and
use the most appropriate
timeframe for computing the
indicators.
ODQAC; and

____________________
(RECORD HOURS)
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QUESTION

RESPONSES and
RESPONSE CODES

W4NEW. How much money did
you receive as pay for doing
this work in the previous
month OR [insert month
year?

OB2NEW. Do you pay someone
with money to help you in this work
that you do for yourself?
OBX2. In a typical week, how many
days do you do this work?
OBX3. In a typical day, how many
hours do you do this
work?

OB5f. How much did you earn from
this work in the…

Make sure the values make sense,
that is, response – responses over
18 hours should be further
investigated.
ODQAC; and
________________ (RECORD
AMOUNT)

•

No = 0

•

Yes = 1
ODQAC

ODQAC; and
_________
(RECORD NUMBER OF
HOURS)

OB5g. Are the amount(s) you just
gave me your profit from this
work, that is, the amount you
earned after subtracting your
expenses?

Make sure the values make sense,
that is, response – responses over
18 hours should be further
investigated.
ODQAC; and

________________ (RECORD

7 DAYS?

THAT IS, IN [INSERT
MONTH YEAR]?

Make sure that ranges being
checked make common sense. For
example, values less than a certain
amount (based on country context)
or over a certain amount (again,
based on country context) should
be further investigated.
ODQAC

_________
(RECORD NUMBER OF DAYS)

a. LAST WEEK OR LAST AMOUNT)
b. PREVIOUS MONTH,

DQA GUIDANCE

________________ (RECORD
AMOUNT)

•

No = 0

•

Yes = 1

Evaluate to determine which
timeframe is more reliable in your
context given the seasonality of
work for your study population and
use the most appropriate
timeframe for computing the
indicators.
Make sure that ranges being
checked make common sense. For
example, values less than a certain
amount (based on country context)
or over a certain amount (again,
based on country context) should
be further investigated.
ODQAC
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QUESTION
OB7. How much money did you
spend to pay others or buy
supplies to do this work in
the previous day, that is, in
[insert month year]?

HBX2. In a typical week or 7-day
period, how many days do
you usually help out with or
work on this business?
HBX3. In a typical day, how many
hours do you usually help
out with or work on this
business?

HB4.

HB5.

How much money did you
receive as pay for doing this
work in the previous
month, that is, in [insert
month year]?

How much money did you
contribute toward the
expenses of this family
business in the previous
month, that is, in [insert
month year]?

RESPONSES and
RESPONSE CODES

DQA GUIDANCE
ODQAC; and

(RECORD AMOUNT)

Make sure that ranges being
checked make common sense. For
example, values less than a certain
amount (based on country context)
or over a certain amount (again,
based on country context) should
be further investigated.
ODQAC

__________
(RECORD NUMBER OF DAYS)
ODQAC; and
__________
(RECORD NUMBER OF
HOURS)

(RECORD AMOUNT)

Make sure the values make sense,
that is, response – responses over
18 hours should be further
investigated.
ODQAC; and
Make sure that ranges being
checked make common sense. For
example, values less than a certain
amount (based on country context)
or over a certain amount (again,
based on country context) should
be further investigated.
ODQAC; and

Make sure that ranges being
checked make common sense. For
example, values less than a certain
amount (based on country context)
or over a certain amount (again,
based on country context) should
be further investigated.
IMPACT WORQ Earnings Items (Secondary Earnings): Apply the same quality checks as those
recommended for the primary earnings variables, as described above.
INK1. In the previous month, that is,
ODQAC; and
• No = 0
in [insert month year], did you
• Yes = 1
do any work for which you got paid
Confirm this question is only
with something other than money?
answered if Q1 (Worked to earn
(RECORD AMOUNT)

money) = “No”

Was that work on your household’s
farm?
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QUESTION
DIS. Do you have difficulty… (READ
CATEGORIES). Would you say you
have no difficulty, some difficulty, a
lot of difficulty or is this an activity
you cannot do at all?
a. Seeing, even if wearing
glasses
b. Hearing, even if using a
hearing aid
c. Walking or climbing steps
d. Remembering or
concentrating
e. With self-care, such as
washing all over or dressing
f. Communicating in your
own languages, that is,
understanding or being
understood

RESPONSES and
RESPONSE CODES
FOR EACH:
•

No, no difficulty = 0

•

Yes, some difficulty = 1

•

Yes, a lot of difficulty =
2

•

Cannot do at all = 3

DQA GUIDANCE
ODQAC; and
Check to make sure data are
consistent, that is, the same (unless
there is a reason for change)
between baseline and endline.
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